CARE HAS REACHED MORE THAN 2.34 MILLION PEOPLE AFFECTED BY THE SYRIA CRISIS IN JORDAN, LEBANON, TURKEY, EGYPT AND SYRIA.

JORDAN
MORE THAN 312,000 SYRIAN REFUGEES AND MORE THAN 50,000 VULNERABLE JORDANIANS REACHED

EMERGENCY CASH ASSISTANCE IN JORDAN
CARE PROVIDES EMERGENCY CASH ASSISTANCE FOR REFUGEES SO THEY CAN PAY FOR BASIC LIVING COSTS. MOST REFUGEES USE THIS SUPPORT TO PAY FOR RENT (79%), MEDICATION (45%), AND FOOD (67%).

• CARE reached at least 34,000 Syrian households with emergency cash assistance serving more than 150,000 individuals.
• CARE assisted more than 9,900 vulnerable Jordanian households (about 12,800 individuals) with emergency cash assistance.
• 37% of Syrian households received more than one payment.

SUPPORT DURING WINTER IN JORDAN
DURING WINTER, CARE HELPED FAMILIES TO PREPARE FOR AND COPE WITH THE COLD WEATHER, DISTRIBUTING CASH, HEATERS, FUEL VOUCHERS, BLANKETS, MATTRESSES, AND FLOOR MATS. CARE HAS PROVIDED:

• Winter cash assistance for 35,880 Syrian refugees and 3,300 vulnerable Jordanians.
• Winter items for 16,325 Syrian refugees and 13,695 Jordanians.
CASH FOR EDUCATION IN JORDAN

CARE IMPLEMENTS A PROGRAM OF CASH FOR EDUCATION, WHERE SYRIAN REFUGEE CHILDREN IN JORDAN CAN RETURN TO SCHOOL INSTEAD OF WORKING, IN RETURN THEY RECEIVE A MONTHLY PAYMENT THAT CONTINUES FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR.

- CARE has assisted 570 Syrian households, or 3,250 individuals, through more than 2,260 payments.

CASE MANAGEMENT AND REFERRALS IN JORDAN

CARE PROVIDES VITAL INFORMATION TO REFUGEES ON HOW TO ACCESS FURTHER HEALTH, LEGAL AND SOCIAL SUPPORT, AND REFERS PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS FOR FURTHER SERVICES.

- Case management sessions reaching at least 42,670 Syrian refugee households, serving 192,000 individuals.
- More than 9000 external referrals for 6,310 households, serving at least 28,860 Syrian refugees.
- About 35,000 households have attended information sessions.
- More than 56,000 households have been provided with information through leaflets, on-call sessions, and through reception.

LEBANON

MORE THAN 120,000 SYRIAN REFUGEES AND 40,000 VULNERABLE LEBA NESE REACHED

WATER AND SANITATION IN LEBANON

CARE WORKS WITH MUNICIPALITIES REPAIRING WATER AND SANITATION INFRASTRUCTURE, IMPROVING WATER SUPPLY, AND PROVIDING HEALTH EDUCATION SESSIONS FOR REFUGEES AND VULNERABLE HOST COMMUNITIES.

- Water and sanitation infrastructure projects in more than 30 in 29 municipalities across Lebanon, benefiting more than 35,000 Syrian refugees and more than 90,000 Lebanese
- Emergency water and sanitation repairs for 226 households and two collective refugee centers
- Hygiene promotion sessions in households, schools, community sessions: reaching more than 2,200 Syrian refugees
- Hygiene, baby, and latrine kits, with hygiene awareness sessions reaching more than 3,000 households

CASH ASSISTANCE IN LEBANON

- Multi-purpose emergency cash assistance reaching more than 10,800 Syrian refugees

SHELTER AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS IN LEBANON

- CARE has distributed blankets, mattresses, and kitchen kits, in addition to newcomer kits, and clothes to more than 21,000 Syrian refugees

VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN JORDAN

CARE SUPPORTS IMPROVED LIVELIHOODS THROUGH VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND SUPPLY OF TOOL KITS TO SYRIANS, JORDANIANS, AND OTHER NATIONALITIES.

- CARE has assisted at least 900 Syrian refugees, benefiting 4,100 Syrians indirectly, through this service.

www.care.org
TURKEY
MORE THAN 45,000 SYRIAN REFUGEES REACHED

FOOD SECURITY AND LIVELIHOODS ASSISTANCE IN TURKEY
• Syrian urban refugees reached through food baskets and value vouchers for basic needs, including food, hygiene, clothing, household items: 28,000

HYGIENE ASSISTANCE IN TURKEY
• Syrian refugee children reached through hygiene promotion sessions in schools: 15,000.
• Hygiene kits and soap distributed: 15,000 in schools; 15,000 through partners.

SYRIAN INFORMATION VOLUNTEERS IN TURKEY
CARE WORKS WITH SYRIAN URBAN REFUGEE COMMUNITIES IN TURKEY TO IMPROVE REFUGEE ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND COMMUNITY-BASED PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS THROUGH SYRIAN REFUGEE VOLUNTEERS.
• Information volunteers trained: 60
• Syrians reached through protection activities provided by Syrian information volunteers: 10,000

EGYPT
PROTECTION FROM SEXUAL AND GENDER BASED VIOLENCE IN EGYPT
CARE HAS BEEN RAISING AWARENESS AMONG SYRIAN REFUGEES ABOUT SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND OTHER FORMS OF GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE TO PROTECT THEM FROM ANY FORM OF ABUSE.
• Syrian refugees who have received individual counseling, attended psychosocial support groups and events: more than 13,200.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR SYRIAN REFUGEES IN EGYPT
CARE IS IDENTIFYING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES AND PROVIDING EMERGENCY CASH ASSISTANCE TO ALLEVIATE THE IMMEDIATE NEEDS OF SYRIAN REFUGEES WHILE ENGAGING IN MEDIUM TO LONG-TERM OPPORTUNITIES FOR STEADY INCOME FOR THE FAMILIES.
• Syrian refugees reached to date: more than 2,000
SYRIA

MORE THAN 1.77 MILLION SYRIANS REACHED

HEALTHCARE IN SYRIA
CARE AND ITS PARTNERS SUPPORT THE PROVISION OF FREE AND QUALITY PRIMARY HEALTHCARE IN SYRIA, INCLUDING SEXUAL AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES.

- People reached through primary health services: around 150,000.
- People reached through sexual and reproductive health services: around 24,000.

ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION IN SYRIA
CARE SUPPORTS THE REPAIR OF WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS, PROVIDES HOUSEHOLD WATER TREATMENT AND DELIVERS HYGIENE PROMOTION MESSAGING.

- People reached: More than 1,238,000.

FOOD SECURITY AND LIVELIHOODS IN SYRIA
AS THE SYRIAN CRISIS CONTINUES, THE NEED FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE REMAINS, BUT IT IS CRITICAL THAT ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY AND RESILIENCE IS BUILT AS WELL. WHILE CARE CONTINUES EFFORTS TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO ADEQUATE FOOD, ACTIVITIES TO INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION, IMPROVE INCOMES, REPAIR LIVELIHOOD INFRASTRUCTURE AND STIMULATE LOCAL ECONOMIES ARE ALSO BEING UNDERTAKEN.

- People reached: Around 595,000.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS DISTRIBUTION IN SYRIA
WORKING THROUGH PARTNERS, CARE HAS DISTRIBUTED BABY KITS, WOMEN AND ELDERLY DIGNITY KITS, WINTER KITS (INCLUDING BLANKETS, TARPS, MATTRESSES, WINTER CLOTHES AND BOOTS FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN), AND HYGIENE KITS.

- People reached: More than 225,000.

HUMAN RESOURCES IN JORDAN, LEBANON, TURKEY, EGYPT AND SYRIA

- Total current staff: 35 Syrians / 302 Nationals / 43 Internationals
- Total staff: 173 women / 196 men
- Volunteers, currently: 136
- Syrian partner organizations working inside Syria: 16